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CHAPTER-S 

Is Self Eternal? Some problems 

Different theories of self in Indian Philosophy have been elaborated and 

discussed in the previous chapters. It is seen that except Ciirviika all the schools 

accept the reality of something over and above the corporeal body. The main 

issue here is regarding the eternity of self. 

Except the Ciirviika, all the systems of Indian Philosophy believe the self to be 

eternaL But as the Ciirviikas are materialist, they do not regard the existence of 

any persisting entity called self. According to them, there is no spiritual eternal 

substance called 'self. What we generally know as the self, is nothing but an 

effect of matter, which ceases to exist as soon as its causes viz. the material 

elements are disintegrated. The life of an individual continues to exist so long as 

the mind-body-complex exists, and comes to an end with the destruction of it. 

Now this Ciirviika view has been vehemently criticised by the thinkers of Indian 

Philosophy viz. Visi$tiidvaita Vedanta, Advaita Vedanta, Mzmiimsii, Nyiiya

Vaise$ika, Siimkhya-Yoga schools as well as by the Jaina and Buddhist scholars. 

Their arguments repudiating the Ciirviika position are briefly described here in 

sequential order of the previously described chapters and the present scholar in 

this chapter tries to solve some problems regarding the eternity of the self. 
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Now the scholar would like to start with the Buddhist v1ew criticising the 

Ciirviika view. The Buddhist does not subscribe to the Ciirviika view that 

consciousness is a property of the body. "According to the Buddhist, 

consciousness is the cause of the body, since consciousness creates the embryo 

or the bodily form (niima-riipa)."1 

The materialist view that the body is identical with the self has been also refuted 

by the Jaina philosophers. Vidyiinanda argues that "the existence of the self is 

proved on the basis of introspection."2 Everybody feels 'I am happy', 'I know' 

etc. This notion of 'I' refers to the self without any contradiction or doubt. This 

should not be confused with the physical reference of 'I am fat'. There is a clear 

distinction between the two appearances of 'I am fat' and 'I am happy'. The 

former depends upon the external senses while the latter is purely internal. The 

object of introspection is confined to the individual. But the object of external 

appearance is common to everybody. The experiences of 'I am fair coloured', 'I 

am fat' etc., on the basis of which the Ciirviika tries to connect the notion of 'I' 

with the body, are not introspections; as they depend on external senses. They 

refer to something external and they are not personal, but the self is experienced 

internally through introspection. 

Vidyiinanda refutes the view that consciOusness is produced by the physical 

body. He points out that ''if physical body is the only cause of consciousness, 

why the latter is not found in a dead body. If it is said that the dead body lacks in 
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the element of air, it is an acceptance of something other than the body as the 

cause of consciousness."3 The Ciirviika may however say that consciousness 

arises only when the material elements are organised into a living body. In that 

case the question would arise: who does organise the elements to form the 

material body? The organiser is the self. 

Further, we see that the body is always changing. It undergoes an absolute 

change when a young becomes an old man. But we remember the experiences of 

adolescence in old age also. It implies that there must be some permanent factor 

continued in all the stages; which does not change with the body and serves as a 

link in different stages. That factor is self. 

J ainism recognises fiva or self as an eternal entity. Self has neither origin nor any 

destruction. It is an entity which lived in the past and continues to live in the 

present and certainly, will live in the future too. 

Vijniinabhik~u repudiates the Ciirviika doctrine of the origin of consciousness. 

"Only that thing can result from combination of some elements, which though in 

a dormant stage, is already possessed by the latter."4 Therefore, consciousness 

cannot be the outcome of the fusion of the four material elements. As the 

conscwusness is immaterial so it cannot be present in any of the material 

elements. 
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Again, if consciousness were a natural quality of the body it should be always 

with it, since a natural quality persists as long as the substance persists. But we 

do not find consciousness in a corpse. Again, a part of the body losses 

consciousness when it is separated from the body. The qualities of a thing exist 

in its material ingredients. So, if consciousness does not exist in the component 

parts of the body it cannot also exist in the body as a whole. So, it is more 

reasonable to believe in an eternal soul having consciousness as its attribute 

only. And the Siimkhya-Yoga describes the self as eternal in the sense that it is 

not affected by the change of time and that it is an uncaused ultimate principle. 

"In criticism of the Ciirviika materialist Viitsyiiyana observes that if the body be 

regarded as conscious, then the different parts of the body (hands, feet etc.) or its 

constituent atoms must be admitted to possess consciousness."5 And if different 

parts of the body be conscious then every single body should consist of 

innumerable knowers as each individual part will be a knower. But this is not so; 

a single body possesses only one knower. Consciousness though resides in the 

body, it is not the quality of the body, e.g., water can be hot, but hotness is not 

the quality of water but of fire. Secondly, consciousness is certainly not the 

quality of the body in the sense in which complexion is the quality of the body. 

Complexion endures till the body endures, but consciousness does not exist in 

the lifeless body. 
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There is another defect of Ciirviika conception, i.e", it cannot explain memory. 

'"As Udayana points out in his Kusumiifijali if the body be the substratum of 

consciousness then the phenomenon of memory will remain inexplicable."6 

Were the body identical with the self the present body of a young person could 

not remember the events cognised in childhood. For the body of a youth is 

totally different from that of a child as the growth of body unmistakably shows. 

Moreover, it is proved beyond doubt that recollection is not the function of the 

body, because we remember actions of a particular part of the body, even when 

that part is severed from the body" AU these imply that there must be something 

permanent which does not change with the body and remains as it is throughout 

the life and remembers the entire life-events. That is the self. The entity which is 

changeless and ever conscious is held as eternal by the Nyiiya-Vaise$ika system. 

Mimiirhsakas also repudiate the view of Ciirviika. According to them, "the self is 

distinct from the body, because the self is endowed with the qualities of 

knowledge, feeling etc., but the body is devoid ofthem."7 Again, these attributes 

of knowledge, feeling etc. are not perceived by others, while the qualities of the 

body are. The qualities like action, will, knowledge, pleasure, pain etc. do not 

belong to the body, as they are not found in a dead body. So, these attributes 

must belong to some entity different from the body. This entity is the self. The 

body perishes with time but the self does not. The self is eternal or nitya and is 

devoid of origination and destruction. 
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Advaitins also advocate that the self is not the body. It is explained in Advaita 

Vedanta that there is a self-luminous conscious being called iitman which is 

identical with Brahman. When this iitman gets associated with the body it is 

called fiviitman. The self is eternal while the body is destructible. "Visual 

perception is impossible without light; but visual perception is not a property of 

light. Light is only an auxiliary condition of visual perception. Similarly, body 

may serve as an auxiliary condition for consciousness to apprehend objects."8 

So, the consciousness is not a property of the body, it is the property of the self. 

Again if consciousness is the quality of the body, why is it not perceived by 

other people? Other qualities e.g. tall, short, white, black etc. are perceptible to 

others. Why is there an exception in the case of consciousness? 

According to the Ciirviika, consciOusness is produced by the combination of 

material elements. Then what is the nature of consciousness? Is it an entity not 

different from the material elements, or is it an entity different from them? As 

the Ciirviikas do not recognise the existence of any non-material entity, 

consciousness cannot be immaterial. Nor can they regard consciousness as a 

property of material elements, because material things and their qualities are 

objects of consciousness. Consciousness apprehends material things. Hence it 

cannot be identified with its objects. 

Further, if consciousness is regarded as a property of the body, then the 

explanation of the fact of memory, recognition and the synthetic unity of the 
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conscious states becomes impossible. All these difficulties can be overcome if 

we admit the existence of an eternal self. 

In Visi${iidvaita also we find the description of self or fiva being different from 

body. Riimiinuja strongly condemns the materialist theory which identifies the 

self as the body. If it be argued that body itself is fiva, then it is asked whether or 

not each part of the body possesses jlva. Ifjfva exists in the constituent parts of 

the body, then, with the removal of any one of the limbs the experience 

belonging to it cannot be recollected by another limb as there is no transmission 

of such experience from one limb to the other. Again, if it be said that jlva is 

present not in each part of the body but in the aggregate of the parts then this 

would lead to another difficulty. If jfva is not found in the constituent parts, it 

would also not be present in the aggregate of the parts. "A quality which does 

not exist in the parts cannot be found in the aggregate of the parts."9 Besides, the 

physical body being an aggregate of several parts or limbs would only be a non

intelligent entity like a pot and as such it cannot possess consciousness. For a 

layman the experience arising in the form, 'I am fat' or 'I am beautiful' etc. only 

means that body itself is soul in the same way as a molten iron ball can be 

mistaken for a fire ball due to the non-awareness of the difference between the 

two. But those who have unquestionable faith in the revealed scriptures do not 

think the self is not different from the body. Our ordinary experience may not 

reveal that the self is different from the body. In a matter which is super 
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sensuous, we have to rely on the evidence of scriptural texts. The sruti as well as 

smrti texts also declare that the self is eternal, that it is neither born nor does it 

die, and that it is of the nature of consciousness and bliss. 

Thus we find that almost all the schools of the Indian philosophy accept the 

existence of self and its eternal nature. It might be remarked here in this context 

that the Buddhists do not admit any persisting real self. Buddha admitted the 

Upani$adic term iitman as a synonym of reality and termed it bodhi or prajnii. 

But instead of frankly identifying his bodhi with the iitman, Buddha degraded 

iitman to the label of the fiva and condemned it as unreal. The real self is 

untouched by their criticism. According to them, the self is nothing but a stream 

of consciousness. It is, however, difficult to understand that how it is possible for 

a non-eternal self to become reborn as the Buddhists accept the rebirth of self. 

And in the absence of an eternal and permanent self who would enjoy the 

rewards of karmas or who will get reborn or who gets nirviil:za? Therefore, the 

Buddhist ideology of self seems to be self contradictory. 

In the second chapter of the Bhagavad-Gztii, there are several verses (slokas) by 

which Lord Kr$fla has explained the eternal reality of the soul's immortality. 

"Na jiiyate mryate vii kadiicin 

niiyarh bhutvii bhavitii vii na bhuya/:1 

ajo nitya/:1 siisvato yarh puriil)O 

h h - ' - ,10 na any ate anyamane sarzre. 
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(The soul never takes birth and never dies at any time nor does it come into 

being again when the body is created. The soul is birthless, eternal, imperishable 

and timeless and is never destroyed when the body is destroyed.) 

As to the questions of how the soul is neither the instigator of any actions nor the 

recipient of any actions, Lord Krstza explains that the soul being eternal is not 

subject to the six modifications of material existence which are: birth, being, 

growth, transformation, diminution and death. The soul is never born and never 

dies at any time. Lord Krstza explains that the soul is everlasting which means it 

is free from being or unbeing. The modification of any growth of the soul is 

neutralisd by the word puriitzo meaning ancient, that it always existed as it is. 

One possessing a body grows by the increase of the bodily parts; but the soul 

being bodiless does not increase, it is the same forever. 

"acchedyo yam avadhyo yam akledya SO$yam eva ca 

nityab sarva-gatab sthiitzub acala yam saniitanab. "11 

(The soul is indestructible; the soul is incombustible, insoluble and unwitherable. 

The soul is eternal, all-pervading, unmodifiable, immovable and primordial.) 

In this verse Lord Kr$tza states the reasons why the soul can never be destroyed 

and these three descriptions are because the soul is incombustible, insoluble and 

unwitherable. Thus it follows that the soul is nitya or eternal. Only the transitory 

physical body can be burned, moistened or withered. The soul is extremely 

subtle, subatomic in nature and sarva-gatab meaning all pervading. Being all 
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pervasive the soul is extremely supra-subtle, more so than air or even than 

atoms. Being the subtlest of the subtlest it is sthiifluh or unchangeable as it is 

incapable of being modified in any way. As it is acala or permanent it is devoid 

of any nature of change and constant and as it is constant it is sanatanah or 

everlasting and eternally existing. 

So, the self is eternal. It is different from the physical body, senses and intellect. 

When the self assumes connections with the body and the :::~nses, it is regarded 

as born, and when it loses these connections it is declared as dead. Birth and 

death belong the material body and not to the souL During life the soul has 

particular name and form, which no longer exist after death. 

The very reason which proves the existence of the soul throughout the stages of 

infancy, childhood, youth and old age, also proves its eternity. To an infant the 

things of the world are unknown. Yet he feels joy, fear and grief. This could not 

be explained except on the supposition that certain things which he sees, recalls 

the memory of similar things seen in the previous life. For example, the moment 

the newborn baby's mother clasps him to her bosom, he has a feeling of joy. He 

has never seen a woman as a mother before, but the memory of a mother in 

previous birth comes to him and fills him with joy. Similarly, if someone holds 

the baby from the parapet of the third storey of a building and swings him as 

though to throw him down, he shows signs of fear even though, being newly 

born, he would hardly know the danger of falling from that height. But the 
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memory of heights comes to him from previous births and makes him dizzy. So 

is with grief. If the baby sees someone weeping he feels sorry. Such things could 

not excite him if there was no memory of a past life, and the memory of a past 

proves a previous birth, and the existence and eternity of self. The somatic 

resonance of the infant in the presence of the cause of joy, fear and grief cannot 

be explained on the analogy of the opening and closing of a lotus; for in the case 

of a full-grown man it is found that his changes of countenance due to joy, fear 

and grief are not automatic like the opening and closing of a lotus. There is, 

therefore no reason why these should not be so in the case of an infant. 

Moreover, the changes in a lotus are known to be due to a definite cause, namely 

the action of heat, cold, rain and season, and are quite automatic. Similarly, the 

changes of joy, fear etc., must be due to a definite cause, and that cause cannot 

be anything but the continuity of memory. Again, the newborn baby's instinctive 

desire for sucking shows the habit of sucking and this habit necessarily implies a 

previous birth in which the soul has experienced hunger and its satisfaction with 

food. This instinctive desire for food bears no analogy to the attraction of the 

iron towards a magnet. But the cause is not apparent to the eye and has to be 

inferred both in regards to its nature and its limitation. The inference must be 

made from the action itself. Thus iron approaches only a magnet and only at a 

certain distance. Similarly an infant moves for food only and when in the 

mother's arms. In the case of such movement is it past habits or something else? 
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It is seen that memory of past experience causes adults to approach for the 

satisfaction of hunger. The same must be the cause also in the case of an infant. 

Then a man is born possessing attraction, and the source of attraction is the after

thought of the contents of previous experience which can be possible only in a 

previous body. The soul, remembering the objects experienced in a previous 

body, becomes attracted to those objects. Attraction thus links together two 

successive births and it is not possible to find out a beginning of its connection 

with the body. 

But a question arises- how do we know that the recollection of past experience 

stimulates attraction in a newborn baby and that it is not produced in the same 

way as are the properties of a substance (e.g. jar) along with the substance itself 

from the same cause? The soul and its attraction are not produced 

simultaneously like a pot and its properties, because attraction, etc. are due to the 

samkalpa, imagination and thought. It is seen that attraction is produced by the 

thought of living beings enjoying objects, the thought springs from the memory 

of past experiences. Hence, it is inferred that the attraction which the baby feels 

is also due to the memory of past experiences. Attraction could be produced like 

the property of a pot if the soul were a product and the cause of attraction were 

something other than the memory of past experiences. But neither of these is the 

case. It might be objected, however, that adr$ta, i.e. merit and demerit, is the 

cause of attraction. But even then also the connection with a previous body 
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cannot be denied; for the production of adr$1a is caused by the actions done in 

the previous lives and not in this life. 

The truth is that attraction for an object arises from the entire occupation of the 

mind with that object, and this is nothing but habitual experience of the object 

which determines the modes of thinking in future. Attraction differs according to 

the sphere of birth which is determined by karma or adr$!a, and the newborn 

entity derives its name from the sphere of its birth. All these prove the eternity of 

soul. 

The concept of rebirth and transmigration is closely related with the eternity of 

souL According to karma doctrine, good deeds yield good results and bad ones 

give rise to the evil effects. The soul has to experience the fruits of action. It 

cannot escape from it. Hence, there is rebirth. 

The soul thus goes from one body to another accumulating merit or demerit 

through good or bad deeds. The meritorious deeds give rise to happiness, which 

is generally mixed with pain and is definitely temporary. Nobody finds pleasure 

unmingled with pain. Everyone has to suffer at least the inevitable miseries of 

old age, death and sorrow. The life therefore has been regarded as 'all suffering' 

and bondage. Freedom from this cycle of birth and death is called liberation. 

And in order to escape from all these inevitable miseries the aim of man should 

be the attainment of this liberation. 
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The basic tenet of Hindu philosophy is the rebirth and transmigration of self. 

According to Hindu philosophy, after the death of one body a self enters into a 

new body. It must be kept in mind that in case of soul there is no rebirth, it just 

enters into a new body after leaving another body just as we put on a new dress 

and put off the old one. 

"Vasiimsi jfn:zani yathii vihiiya navani grh!Jiiti naro parii!Ji 

Tathii sarfrii!Ji vihiiya}fn:zany anyiini sarhyati navani dehf. "12 

(Just as a man giving up old worn out garments accepts other new apparel, in the 

same way the embodied soul giving up old and worn out body verily accepts a 

new body.) 

' We learn from the Vedic scriptures that those who lose their physical bodie0 

fighting for righteousness receive superior physical bodies in heavenly spheres 

of blessedness. Such a transition can be compared to discarding old, used, worn 

out clothes and attiring oneself in fresh, new raiment. So from another angle of 

vision it is being confirmed that the eternal soul is indestructible changing its 

embodied form for another when the physical body perishes. 

Depending on its karmaphala a soul may be a devata, man or animal. If he 

performs good karma he may get the blessings of God and lives in heaven as a 

devatii. After enjoying the karmaphala the soul again will be born taking an 

appropriate body. And who performs mixed karma (both good and bad) becomes 

a human being. And those who perform bad karma become animal, insect etc. 
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The Hindus believe that after taking several births and for his good karmaphala 

a fiva becomes a human being. 

The Hindus believe that after death the self, as per the law of karma, takes a new 

body and enjoys the samsara again. But at the same time the life-long duty of 

performing sraddha, i.e. offering of water and food to the ancestors has been 

prescribed as a religious duty in the Smrti Sastras. Now the question may arise: 

if the departed soul is believed to be reborn after a certain period then the 

prescription of performing life-long sraddha for that soul appears to be futile. In 

other words, is there any contradiction between the theory of rebirth and the 

dictum of performing sraddha? To explain this difficulty the following 

arguments are given below-

According to Hindu Vedic religious belief, the sraddha system is prevalent 

among almost all the castes. The word sraddha has originated from the term 

sraddha (respect). In this modern society also people perform sraddha for their 

departed parents. The main purpose of sraddha is to pay homage to the departed 

souls of our ancestors. Food, fruits, water etc. are offered to the departed soul 

with sacred hymns. Sriiddha is performed by the heirs for their departed parents. 

Accordingly our heirs would also perform the ritual after our demise and the 

process would continue. Even at the time of marriage, sacred thread ceremony 

and first rice taking ceremony of an infant the Hindus perform sriiddha for their 

ancestors. 
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Sriiddha is not needed for those who have attained liberation as their soul after 

death merges with Paramiitman. Sriiddha is needed for those who cannot attain 

liberation. Those souls which are not, fully free :from the effects of karmas 

(saficita, priirabdha and saficlyamiina) become reborn. This type of soul enters 

into a new body after the death of his previous body and the process goes on as 

long as the soul cannot attain liberation. 

There a close relation between the human body and soul. When the soui lives 

in human body, the soul is influenced by the body. As a result the soul feels 

hunger, happiness, pain etc. After death the self as per the law of karma 

takes a new body. But, to enter into a new body after the death of the previous 

one, the soul takes some time. Sriiddha is needed for this phase of the souL But 

what happens to the soul between death and entering into a new body? 

According to Hindu theory, immediately after death the soul takes an aerial 

body. During this period his hunger and thirst remains. And so his heirs offer 

him food through sacred hymns by performing sriiddha. After a certain period 

the soul goes to heaven or hell for enjoying the results of his karma. After 

enjoying his good or bad karmaphala he enters a new body depending on karma 

i.e., if he performs mixed karma he enters a human body and if he performs bad 

karma he enters an animal's body. But it is not possible for us to determine how 

long this period or phase will be for a particular soul. It may be one day, one 

month, one year, one hundred years etc. for us but when the eternal time is 
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considered the one hundred years may be like a moment for the soul. So, during 

this interim phase we should offer foods and water to the departed soul to fulfill 

his bodily instinct as hunger, thirst etc., which remains with the soul after he 

leaves the human body. For example- although the whole ink of an inkpot is 

thrown away, still the inkpot remains stained with some remaining ink. So, also 

after the death of his physical body there remains some bodily instincts with the 

soul. But after death the soul is without body so it cannot fulfill its bodily 

instincts. And the soul wishes that his next generation will fulfill his bodily 

instinct such as hunger, thirst, wish etc. by performing some rituals. So, we 

perform life-long sri1ddha i.e., offer food and water to the soul and pray to God 

with devotion for rendering bliss to the soul. While continuing this ritual, one 

soul might already enter into a new body. And, at this time the soul may still feel 

the offerings given to them. This phenomenon may be felt in our life also, as 

sometimes we find more satisfaction while eating a regular meal. This is because 

of the offerings of foods, water, etc. at a sri1ddha being performed by our heirs 

of previous birth. Thus there is no contradiction between performing sri1ddha 

ritual and rebirth. 

As because we love or respect our ancestors, so for the eternal peace of their soul 

we perform sri1ddha. By performing sri1ddha, we show our love, affection, 

respect etc. for him. 
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We compare our parents with God. As we offer prasada to God or other devatiis 

at least once in a year so, also we perform sriiddha for our parents after their 

death. 

Piljii, sriiddha or other rituals are considered as good deeds. As we believe in 

karmaphala which decides the type of body for the soul into which it will enter 

in its next birth, so if we perform these rituals, it will be added as good deeds in 

our life which may give us good result. 
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